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1-INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The work performed under this contract was the second step in a two

phase program to develop and implement the test/analysis technique known as

the "Impulse Transfer Function" (ITF) method for possible application to the

Space Shuttle project. The first phase of the program, funded by the

Langley Research Center under Contract No. NAS 1-10635-2, was concerned with

testing a realistic spacecraft structure and a partial verification of the

accuracy of the ITF approach. Results of this effort are reported in

Reference 1.

The second phase effort has been primarily devoted to computer

programming, data processing, and a correlation study that employed data

collected in the first phase test.

The primary objective of the Langley contract was to demonstrate that

standard test procedures and equipment could be used to collect a significant

number of transfer functions from tests of the Lunar Module test article

LTA-11. The testing consisted of suspending the vehicle from the apex

fittings of the outrigger trusses through a set of air springs to simulate the

"free-free"state. Impulsive loadings were delivered, one at a time, at each

of the landing gear's attachment points, in three mutually perpendicular

directions; thus a total of 36 impulses were applied to the vehicle. Time

histories of each pulse were recorded on magnetic tape along with 40 channels

of strain gage response and 28 channels of accelerometer response. Since an

automated data processing system was not available, oscillograph playbacks

were made of all 2400 time histories as a check on the validity of the data

taken. In addition, one channel of instrumentation was processed to determine

its response to a set of forcing functions from a prior LTA-11 drop test.

This prediction was compared with drop test results as a first measure of

accuracy.
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Based on our work for Langley it was concluded that an ITF test of a

realistic structure could be conducted expeditiously; the one-channel

correlation study indicated that the ITF approach was promising with regard

to accuracy.

Under the present contract, computer programming and data processing of

the test data taken for Langley was completed. This consisted of first

converting to digital form all the data originally collected on analog tapes,

and then storing the data in a disk pack on the IBM 370 computer. Programming

of the Duhamel integral that is used to predict time history response from

ITF data when a set of forcing functions is specified was also completed. As

summarized in Volume II of this report, the data processing system is now

available at NASA/MSC on the Univac 1108, where tape is used for permanent

storage, and at Grumman on the IBM 370 computer, where a random access,

easily expandable, disk pack is the permanent storage device. A subroutine

is available that allows convenient transfer of data from the Grumman disk

pack to the MSC tape storage system.

Using the computer system at Grumman, an extensive correlation study

has been conducted to compare internal response as predicted by the ITF

technique with results of the LTA-11 drop test program. Section 4a of this

report details this work; filtering methods employed to remove spurious effects

caused by the suspension system used to support the vehicle for ITF testing

are also discussed. The time history comparison that is presented covers

every channel that was common to both the drop test and ITF test programs --

a total of 40 channels.

Many channels of the correlation results of Section 4a show excellent

agreement in both high frequency content and peak amplitude, even when such

difficult-to-measure quantities as shear strain are involved. Other channels

indicate that peak amplitude can often be predicted in cases where wave-form

correlation leaves something to be desired. In channels where.correlation is

poor, known or suspected reasons for the discrepancy annotate the time history.
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Section 4b shows a comparison of drop test results, ITF predictions,

and conventional modal analysis predictions. Modal analysis was based on

a LM finite element math model identified as "Big Spring IV." Since the

modes predicted using this model were not exceptionally accurate when

compared to ground vibration survey results, the relatively good correl-

ation indicated in the response time histories of Section 4b was a welcome

surprise. However, it can be readily seen that ITF results are most

frequently the more accurate. Again, where discrepancies exist, and

reasons are known or suspected, they are amended to the plots. As in the

case for the first correlation study, all channels that are common to the

drop test, the ITF program, and the modal analysis have been compared.

Two additional areas were covered in the present contract. The first

was concerned with determining the feasibility of using the LTA-11 ITF data

to compute modal information for the LM. This task was undertaken by the

TRW Systems Group under subcontract to Grumman; their work is summarized in

References 2 and 3. TRW demonstrated that the frequencies of the lowest

modes could be accurately computed from ITF data. Mode shape data, on the

other hand, did not compare well with ground vibration results. It is

probable that the test problem used in this work (the LM vehicle) was too

complex for accurate mode shape prediction without furtherdevelopment work.

As explained in Section 4c, it is our opinion that a possibility for

determining modal data from ITF's presently exists for applications on

simpler airplane-type structures.

The last area of study involved a preliminary investigation of how ITF

testing could be applied to the Shuttle. Such items as loading and vehicle

support conditions, impulse magnitude, and instrumentation requirements were

considered. This work is reported in Section 5.



Section 2, which follows, gives a brief description of the ITF

method, its mathematical foundation, and a summary of the assumptions upon

which the method is based. Section 3 is concerned with data acquisition

and processing. While much of the material contained in Sections 2 and 3

can be found in other reports prepared by Grumman, e.g., Reference 1, it

is repeated here so that this report will be reasonably self-contained.

As mentioned previously, Section 4 deals with correlation results, while

Section 5 outlines considerations for ITF testing on the Shuttle. Section

6 summarizes our conclusions and recommendations on the use of the ITF

technique. Miscellaneous material is included in the appendices.



2-BACKGROUND ON ITF DEVELOPMENT

The Impulse Transfer Function (ITF) technique is a combined test and

analysis method that can be useful for determining internal structural

response due to transient forcing functions. As an example of the way the

ITF approach can be used, consider the problem of computing the response

of an aircraft or the LM to landing forces. The required test program for

using the ITF method would consist of supporting the vehicle to simulate a

"free-free" state, applying impulses at all the gear attachment points, and

measuring the time history responses, e.g., strain, load, acceleration, that

are induced by the impulses. Once the collected data is processed and

available on a digital computer, the response to long duration applied gear

forces could.be computed using Duhamel's integral.

The technique is based on the fact that, for a linear structure, the

dynamic response to any applied loading can be represented by the super-

position of the responses to an equivalent series of impulsive loadings.

Figure 2-1 provides a graphical illustration of the technique. A given time

history of applied load, F.(t), is approximated by a series of pulses which

are sufficiently short to be considered impulses. Since the response to an

impulse is proportional to its magnitude (area), the time-history of response

to each of the pulses is computed by multiplying the response to a unit

impulse, h..(t), (known as an ITF) by the area under the pulse. The responses
13

are then superimposed, with the proper time shifts, to produce the response,

Ri (t), to the applied loading. A series approximation of Duhamel's integral

is used to perform the necessary calculations, as shown in Figure 2-1.

The transfer functions employed in this analytical procedure are obtained

experimentally by applying short-duration pulses which approximate impulses,
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one at a time, to each point in the structure where load is to be applied.

Time histories of these pulses, as well as the responses (strains,

accelerations, etc.) at selected locations throughout the structure are

recorded. Dividing the response time-history at i (called a response point)

due to the pulse applied at j (called a loading point) by the area under

the pulse yields the Impulse Transfer Function, h ij(t). The process is

illustrated in Figure 2-2.

Total response at i, in a structure loaded at several points, is

obtained by summing the individual response to each applied load. This

procedure is shown in Figure 2-3.

When the ITF technique was first considered, a number of valid

questions concerning the difficulty of experimentally determining ITF's were

raised. These had significant bearing on the feasibility of the technique.

Among them were: Could a pulse be applied with sufficiently short duration

to provide a good approximation to an impulse and of sufficiently high

amplitude to excite measureable response in a large, complex structure?

Could the applied pulse and response be measured accurately?

The only way to answer these questions was to actually try the technique,

and so a modest test-analysis program was initiated at Grumman. The test

article used was a solid, uniform circular beam suspended to simulate a free-

free condition and instrumented to measure strain response. Using a pendulum

device, a short-duration loading was applied and recorded along with the

strain responses. Impulse transfer functions were then computed from the

test results. Subsequently, long-duration pulses were applied, and the

attendant measured responses were compared with those calculated by using the

ITF data. Except for a scale factor on amplitude, due to inaccurate measure-

ment of the impulse magnitude, good agreement was indicated. This effort,

which is reported in Reference 4, demonstrated that a sufficiently short

duration pulse could indeed be applied and the response to it could be

accurately measured. Poor accuracy in the applied pulse measurement was

attributed to the crude instrumentation used in the program. The question

of delivering a high pulse amplitude for a large structure was not answered

since the test article was not representative in this respect.
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Based on the promise shown in the initial study, a more ambitious

program was undertaken using the LTA-3 Lunar Module test article. 
The

structure was suspended in a free-free configuration and instrumented to

measure strain and acceleration response at a number of locations. An

electrodynamic shaker, programmed with an exact-wave-form synthesizer to

produce a-single pulse, replaced the pendulum. The shaker was selected

because it could apply high amplitude pulses and could readily be used

to load various points in the structure in any desired direction. A more

suitable force transducer eliminated the previous difficulties encountered

in pulse measurement, but the 5,000 force-pound shaker initially employed

provided too small a pulse to excite measurable response at points 
remote

from the point of load application. A 15,000 force-pound shaker was then

substituted and proved more than adequate in exciting measurable response

at the most remote of the instrumented points. These were as far as 15

feet away, on the vehicle's aft equipment bay. Figure 2-4 shows a typical

impulse and several ITF's obtained for various amplitude short-duration

pulses. Excellent repeatability of experimentally determined ITF's is

illustrated.

In addition to the impulse loadings, relatively long duration pulses

were applied to the test article and the responses measured. The ITF

method was then used to predict response. A comparison of the measured and

predicted response at a single point is shown in Figure 2-5, along with the

time history of the long duration pulse. Reference 5 contains an extensive

sample of LTA-3 results. Of the 40 comparisons, half showed predicted peak

amplitude agreement within 10% and within 5 milliseconds in time of occur-

rence. Some had peak amplitude predictions within 5% agreement. In general,

all records showed good waveform agreement.

The reason that Grumman has deligently pursued the development of the ITF

method is that it can be a valuable supplement to current analytical and

experimental techniques and offers certain advantages over both.

Compared with a purely analytical approach to transient response

calculations the ITF's provide a more realistic representation of the
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structure than that afforded by usual modal analysis methods. The system's

mass, damping and stiffness properties are not needed, since 
these properties

are implicitly reflected in the ITF's, and thus the approximations usually

involved in their determination are eliminated. The method is particularly

advantageous when dealing with large complex structural systems, such as the

Space Shuttle, which do not y:.eld readily to analysis. This is not intended

to imply that modal and trans.lent response analysis will be replaced. Since

the ITF approach requires hardware to be available before it can be employed,

conventional analysis procedures will still be needed in the design stages.

Conventional aerospace practice makes extensive use of testing, including

mode surveys and dynamic simulation, such as drop testing. Modal information

obtained from tests is still difficult to use to predict internal load

distributions, stress levels, and component accelerations. Dynamic simula-

tions verify the integrity of the structure, but do not yield basic inform-

ation which can be applied to conditions that were not tested or which

arise after testing is completed. Measured ITF's, on the other hand, would

be available for calculation of responses to any loading condition. A

considerable reduction in cost can be effected by using the ITF technique

to reduce the number of loading conditions to be simulated, as well as to

study loading conditions which are difficult to simulate in a test. It

should be noted that the instrumentation required for impulse testing is

normally found on simulation test articles; thus, no additional cost would

be incurred in this area. One further advantage of the ITF technique

lies in the fact that testing may be accomplished at low load levels,

minimizing the inherent risk of premature failure and resulting structural

damage which exists in simulation. The above discussion is particularly

applicable to the Shuttle, due to its size and complexity, and the variety

of transient loading conditions to which it will be subjected.

The ITF technique can be profitably applied to the Shuttle program

through the use of "replica" models to provide design information, or through

the use of full scale impulse testing which can be employed in checking
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conventional modal transient response analysis. Shuttle transient loading

conditions which can be handled by the method include: lift-off (engine start-

up and vehicle release), end of boost, separation, docking and landing.

Further discussion of the applicability of the ITF technique to the Space

Shuttle may be found in Section 5 of this report and in Reference 6.
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3-DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING

As mentioned previously, the data used in this effort was collected

during testing conducted for Langley, Reference 1. The test article was a

structurally complete LM vehicle, designated as the LTA-11. It consisted

of the LTA-3 ascent stage mated to the LTA-11 descent stage. In addition

to it being structurally complete, most major mass items and systems were

either mass-represented or inert production units. This vehicle had been

used in several IM structural test programs, including the May 1970 series

of drop tests.

The test article was installed in a structural steel frame that provided

the hoist and support points required to position the vehicle, as well as the

points necessary to install the suspension system. The vehicle was supported

at each outrigger apex fitting by a hydraulic actuator and an air spring

arranged in tandem. The actuators were used to provide for vertical position-

ing while the air springs simulated the "free-free" state.

The impulses were generated using an electrodynamic shaker (Ling Model

335), programmed through an Exact Waveform Synthesizer, to drive an impact

head into a striker plate mounted at the impact point on the vehicle. Both

the impact head and the striker plate were fabricated from a cemented tung-

sten carbide alloy; this high modulus of elasticity material had been used

with success in previous testing. A Kistler 905A force transducer, mounted

in the impact head, was used to measure the applied pulse.

Schematic representations of the test set-up and impulse generating and

monitoring systems are shown in Figures 3-1 and 3-2.

Impulses were applied to the freely suspended vehicle at each of the apex

fittings and at the points where gear components are attached to the deployment

trusses. At each point, 3 mutually perpendicular pulses were applied. Thus,
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the vehicle was excited by 36, individually applied impulsive loads.

Sample time histories of these impulses along with sample responses are

shown in Appendix D.

Vehicle response; both strain and acceleration, were measured close to

and remote from the points of load application. Forty strain gage measure-

ments were selected from those used in the LM qualification drop test program

based on their response to the various drop test conditions. Twenty-eight

accelerometers were selected from those used in the LTA-11 mode survey for

their usefulness in identifying the 5 lowest modes of vibration of the LM

in the landing configuration.

A detailed list of this instrumentation is presented in Appendix B.

Response of all the instrumentation to an applied pulse was recorded on

magnetic tape and played back immediately on an oscillograph. These oscillo-

graph records were inspected to insure that all channels were operational

and that response did not exceed the range assigned to it. In addition to

the responses, the time history of the applied pulse was also recorded on

analog magnetic tape. Permanent oscillograph playbacks were made at a later

time to further insure the validity of the data taken. The original tapes

collected during the test program, provided the basic data for the effort

of the present contract.

Volume II of this report discusses data processing in some detail, so

discussion here will be brief. The original test tapes store the recorded

responses to an impulse, the impulse time history, as well as some calibration

information, all in analog form. The first step in data processing is to

convert the analog information to a digital form. This analog-to-digital

conversion was accomplished by the Grumman LM Data Reduction Station using

a standard package. The tapes that result have been called Phase 1 digital

tapes.

The next step in the processing involves mainly storing of the ITF data;

the computer code that performs the operation is identified as Program I-ITF

Program. It stores the ITF time histories, at a prescribed time interval, in
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a disk pack on the IBM 370 and in a tape storage data bank on the Univac

1108. In addition to basic time history data, calibration information and

applied impulse magnitudes are stored. Output options include listing and

automatic plotting.

Response prediction using the stored ITF data is performed in the second

program, Program II-Response Program. This code takes scale factor and time

history data from the data bank and forcing function time histories as input

data, and performs the Duhamel integration and the superposition discussed

in the previous section of this report. Output is in both printed and

plotted form.

Filtering of the ITF data to remove undesireable suspension system effects

is performed in the Response Program. During the course of this contract

several methods of performing digital filtering were explored. These included

least-square curve fitting, steady state methods that are frequently employed

for aircraft flight testing, and a Fourier Transform approach. The latter

method appeared to perform the filtering most accurately and was therefore

programmed. The approach consists of the following steps. First, each ITF

is transformed from the time domain to the frequency domain using a Grumman

developed Fast-Fourier Transform computer subroutine; both real and imaginary

components are computed. Low frequencies are eliminated by setting terms that

define the real and imaginary components at the low frequencies to zero. The

truncated frequency domain transfer functions are transformed back into the

time domain using the same computer subroutine. The revised time history

responses are considered ITF's and are used as such in the Response Program.

(It should be noted that for computation efficiency, the method programmed

is somewhat different from that described above. However, the overall result

is identical.) The effect of filtering is demonstrated in the section which

follows along with the complete results of the correlation efforts.

It is interesting to note that for the data processing of this contract,

a total of 4 hours of computer time was required by the ITF Program to store

the 2400 ITF's, on the IBM disk pack. The predictions that were made using

the Response Program required 5 minutes of computer time, for all 40 channels,

including the filtering computations.
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4-RESULTS

The correlation effort of this contract consisted of two parts. The

first, and most important, was a study into the accuracy of predicting

transient response using the ITF method. The second involved a study into

the feasibility of using ITF data to predict modal information. Data for

the LTA-11 was used in these studies.

For the transient response study, results predicted from ITF's are

compared with those obtained from drop testing (Section 4a) and those computed

using traditional modal analysis methods, (Section 4b). Modal data derived

from the ITF's are discussed in Reference 2 and 3 and in Section 4 c.

The drop test selected for study was a level landing where all four

footpads impact horizontal platforms designed to restrain the pads against

in-plane motion. .In this landing the primary rigid body acceleration of the

vehicle is in the vertical direction. Translational acceleration in other

directions, and rotational accelerations of the vehicle are small and only arise

because of slight differences in the load-stroke characteristics of the landing

gear energy absorbing devices, and asymmetries in the vehicle's mass distribution.

Figure 4-1 illustrates the forcing functions applied to the vehicle in

the drop test. These forces were computed from measurements recorded during

drop testing in the following manner. For the drop tests, each member of the

outrigger trusses and each member of the deployment trusses was instrumented

to record axial force. After the test, the member forces were resolved and

summed into X, Y, and Z components at each of the points where a landing gear

member attaches to the basic structure. These processed time histories are

illustrated in Figure 4-1. Note, that of the 36 possible applied forces

only 24 are shown; the remainder are very close to zero due to the nature of

the landing condition. For example, since the landing induces only vertical
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rigid body acceleration and each gear is loading the structure 
in an

identical manner, there are only two non-zero forces at each apex fitting.

These are a vertical component of load and a horizontal component directed

toward the center of the vehicle. At the deployment truss connection points,

only horizontal forces exist since in this drop test the secondary 
struts were

almost parallel to the horizontal plane. Thus a total of 12 loads (4 from the

apex fittings and 8 from the deployment trusses) are taken as zero.

Before proceeding to a complete discussion of the correlation study,

some results that illustrate the effect Fourier Transform filtering are in

order. Figure 4-2 shows a sample of these results for two channels of data.

Drop test time history responses are shown dashed while unfiltered 
predictions

using ITF data are shown as dashed-dot curves. Predictions, where the ITF's

were filtered to remove components below 1.6, 3.2 and 5.2 Hz using the

Fourier method, are also shown. From this sample and from results on

additional channels, it became evident that removing frequency content below

3.2 or 5.2 Hz yielded results that correlated reasonably well with the

drop test. Since no firm data existed on the frequencies that were actually

introduced by the suspension and since 5.2 Hz was below the lowest LM

elastic frequency, this value was used in the filtering that was employed

in all the correlation work described subsequently.
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Figure 4-lb - Forces Apllied to Deployment Trusses From Drop Test Used in the

Correlation Study
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Figure 4-2 Typical Results Using Fourier Transform Filtering
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4a- Comparison of Drop Test Results with Predictions Using ITF Data

All of the ITF predictions shown on the pages which follow were computed

using the Grumman data processing system with Fourier Transform filtering.

A comparison is shown for every response channel that was common to the drop

test and to the ITF testing. Responses include strains, both axial and shear,

as well as accelerations and forces. Measurements indicated by number on the

graphs are further described in Appendix B. In the plots, the drop test

result is shown dashed while the ITF prediction is shown as a solid 
curve.

Each curve is anotated with remarks; explanations for descrepencies are

given when appropriate.

The following thoughts are offered to aid the reader in reviewing the

results:

0 Measurements which should display similar time histories due to

structural symmetry are so marked. It should be noted that the

ITF method as applied in this study, does not take advantage of

any symmetry consideration; each prediction is made independent

of any other.

* When an explanation for an inaccurate result is given, checks

were made into the raw data in an effort to justify the opinion

stated. Since both the drop tests and the ITF tests were conducted

anywhere from a year to two years prior to the correlation study,

few firm conclusions could be reached. Thus, when a scale factor

error was suspected, a review of the test engineer's records was

made to insure that a transcription error was not made, but

checks further than this were not possible.

0 The results frequently indicate that the ITF method will accurately

predict high frequency response. Consistently, however, the ITF

prediction exhibits less damping than does the drop test result.

Grumman's conclusions on the accuracy indicated by these results, along

with recommendations for improving results in a new project, are given 
in

Section 6.
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EIMNENT 2 BAR

Correlation excellent. measurements 2&4 are
symmetric; this is reflected in the drop test
but not the ITF result. The ITF method does not
take advantage of any symmetries.

h o. 0 .0 o0 0.1600 0.2000 .100O
TIME-SEC.

ITF

/ \TEST

V

MERSUREENT 3 BAR

Correlation considered excellent except for

early high frequency content in the ITF result.
Measurements 3&5 are symmetric.

ITF

Figure 4a-1 LTA-11 Drop Test Compared With ITF Predictions
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Correlation is good at the first peeak then
degrades to poor. See note for measurement 2o

TI :-SEC.

s MES T BAR

Correlation for early high frequency peaks is
good; correlation is degraded later in time.
See note for measurement 2.

r-4 O! n OO.2 OO!s 0so &
\ T -SEC.

Figure C4a-1 Continued LTA-11 Drop Test Compared With ITF Predictions
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NESI EMT 5 BAR

High frequency correlation is excellent eaxJyV in

time; overall correlation then degradeso

Measurements 6&7 are symmetric , which is

strongly reflected in the drop test, and to a

lesser degree in the ITF result.

a-

00Mo o0.040o o.o 0! 1208 0. 0 o0.20

TIME-SEC.
ME ASUSEMNT 7 BAR

High frequency correlation is excellent early in
in time; overall correlation then degrades.
See note for 6.

JN

0

I I I

Cb 04o ot 0 o1in2eo o.Iro o. a 0.200 .ion

TIME-SEC.

Figure 4a-1 Continued LTA-11 Drop Test Compared With ITF Predictions
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EAjWjENT a BAR

Correlation excellent for entire time history '

note low frequency response ( approx. 16 Hz )

that occures in the ITF result which is not

evident in the drop test. Measurement 8&9

are symmetric.

(1.M 09 0 0!120 0.'1600 .M "o ..
0

MERSWEIENT 9 BAR

Correlation for maximum load in the member
is excellent. The ITF average load level
and low frequency content however is poor.
See notes for measurements 8 & 6.

c 0.E 0M 0.0•00 1000 0.2000 reD

\ ME-SEC.

... Figure 4a-1 Continued LTA-11 Drop Test Compared With ITF Predictions
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IRSWREPEMt 10 BAR-TENSION ONLY Correlation at the two initial high fre-
quency (75 Kz ) pcais i excellent. Since
the overall response appears to be the
sum of several modes, it is not suprising
that phasing differences degrade corela-
tion with time. In fact, if the dZop
test were repeated it may exhibit a time
history different from the origfnal -est.

V

\1

ERSa~EqET 11 BAR-TENSION ONLY

o o " s dueo priaril to he n s dm

St I I ME-SEC. r

good, then degrades to poor particularly
with regard to peak load and average load
prediction. The poor peak load przdiction
is due primarily to the small damping in
the ITF results. This lack of damping
is consistent throughout the ITF results.
Measurements 11 & 12 are symmetric.

Figure 4a-l Continued LTA-1l Drop-Test Compared With ITF Predictions



MERSEM1 MNT 12 BAR- TENSION ONLY

. Correlation early in time is good then i:-
*" proves to excellent. Measurements 11 & 2
-. are symmetric, which is evident in the

drop test and not apparent in the IT'F re
n suits.

b 000o o.oM o.08W o.1aoo o.1s00 0 20M rc
TI ME-SEC.

~PERSUIENT 13 BAR- TENSION ONLY

Correlation fair. The peak strain pre-
diction is poor due to the low damping

*" present in the ITF high frequency content.
Measurements 13 & 14 are symmetric.

C')

boooo oo ooo oaoo o!r oo ooN .oo~s 0,o
TIME-SEC.

Figure 4a-1 Continued LTA-11 Drop Test Compared With ITF Predictions
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MERS~AENT III BAR- TENSION ONLY

Correlation fair. Peak strain prediction
again degraded due to relatively ui-damped
high frequency content of ITF. iMeasure-
ments 13 & 14 are symmetric. The aveCge
drop test strain level is approxiaately
half that of 13. Possiblity of a sca-
factor error in the drop test measurement
for 14.

-~~ ~ ~~~~ lTm " li '" "-- -

oaoo. ow .o ofoo oo12n o. ,o o oo 0!20W
TIFME-SEC.

I

MERSL MENT 15 SHEAR PANEL - TENSION FIELD

Correlation good with regard to peak and
average strain level, and frequency con-

" tent. ITF result lags by approximately
half the period of the low frequency
response. Possibility that an erroz ,~:as
made in locating time zero in the ITF

cb , o.9 o:I,= o! ,,--  o;2= . ; W
Figure a- Continued LT- Drop Test Compared With ITF Predictions

Figure ka-1 Continued LTA-11 Drop Test Compared With ITF Predictions



SBiP n SHEAR PANEL- TENSION FIELD

Correlation excellent with regard to

frequency content and average lc,d
level. The lightly damped high fr:3quency
response degrades the peak load level

- correlation to good. Shifting the I0'
response .040 seconds to left would im,

Sprove phase correlation. Possible
W error made in time zero location,

4 0 0000 0!1200 W 1000 S. E1 :- 13)
' TIME-SEC.

I

MERSREMANT 17 SHEAR PANEL- TENSION FIELD

z Correlation good early in time then
o- degrades to poor.

U

TIME-SEC.

Figure 4a-1 Continued LTA-11 Drop Test Compared With ITF Predictions
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pgNTg gO SHEAR PANEL - TENSION FIELD

0 -

I A "Correlation poor.

TMME-ST 19 BAR

J
Correlation poor; this may be due to the

very low load induced in the memoer.

Measurement 19 & 22 are symmetric

cb ,.oo onole o ro Vo 12o oV0'00 0 a.2a

TIME-SEC.

Figure 4a-1 Continued LTA-11 Drop Test Compared With ITF Predictions
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;0 ., ' S BAR

Correlation of first high frequency :,zak

excellent, and good for average load.
Measurements 20 & 23 are synmetric.

I

MEAFSM PNT 21 BAR

Correlation of average load level is ex-

cellent, while for peak load its poor.

High frequency content in ITF not present

in the drop test result. Measurements

21 &24 are symmetric.

S0!0 08 0 0000 0 1200 0 100 0!2= 0 %'Z,

W TIIE-SEC.

I

Figure 4a-1 Continued LTA-11 Drop Test Compared With ITF Predictions
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MERSML NT M- BAR

Correlation excellent with regard tO

peak and average load levels. This is

somewhat surprising since the load

levels are very low. See note for

UT measurement 19.

MIASUREENT 23 BAR
Correlation of first high frequency peak
excellent, then rapidly degrades to poor,
Relatively low load level induced in memoe:r.
See note for measurement 20.

II

I

SFigure ha- Continued LTA-11 Drop Test Compared With ITF Predictions



MIRSUF DENT 24 BAR

'b O.oo O.'MO 0.'120 o0 Ooo3 o.20M
TIME-SEC.

Lj

Correlation poor.

SEIIALMNIEMT 25 BAR

Correlation excellent for initial part of
time history, and degrades to poor. Peak
load prediction excellent, average load
prediction poor.

CL

', ooo o!o, o:o.O 0o o W o!,, O 0m!2 O o
T I ME-SEC.

Figure 4a-1 Continued LTA-11 Drop Test Compared With ITF Predictions
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o ERSMNENT 26 BAR'

Correlation excellent for initial pari- of
time history, and degrades to poor , Peak
load prediction excellent, average loed
prediction poor.

0. O0 00000.'1200 0 low
0 0 TIIME-SEC.

IERIMIEMT 27 BAR

Correlation poor, probably not suprising

since the load levels are very low.

A-

oo000 0.c0oO 0.06 0200 0 .1800 0.2000
T I ME-SEC.

Figure 4a-1 Continued LTA-11 Drop Test Compared With ITF Predictions
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EASUREJ IENT 28 SHEAR PANEL- TENSION FIELD

o0

i-- ----
T I ME-SEC.

. \ -

Correlation excellent.

EPI EQENT 28 SHEAR PANEL- TENSION FIELD

Correlation excellent for first high
frequency peak load, then degrades. Again
the high frequency content in the ITF is
not sufficiently damped.

T Iu -SEC.

Figure 4a-i Continued LTA-11 Drop Test Compared With ITF Predictions



Measurements 30 & 31 are symmetric. In

both cases excellent correlation would be

obtained by doubling the ITF result.

z Possible scale factor error in ITF
measurement.

0, 0*0 O.1 0. 1 ow .

M E-SEC.

PEPMNT $1
BA

Figure 4 a-1 Continued LTA-11 Drop Test Compared With ITF Predictions

U
'0 0 -12. 0.18.00 O

IME-SEC.

See note for 30.

~L~_ _ -I_ _- ---_



ME)SUREPNT 32 BAR

Measurements 32 & 36 are symmetric,
Correlation excellent for 32. For 36,

- the drop test result was plotted to tw.ce
scale. Suspect a scale factor error zi
measurement of ITF for 36.

-0. 0 0 0! 1 0: 1WO 000
TIME-SEC.

- ,

\ /

MEASENTT 33 BAR

Measurements 33 & 37 are symmetric. In
E both cases the drop test result was

plotted to twice scale. Suspect a scale
factor error in either the ITF or drop
test measurement.

cb ), 00 0.00 0~12001 0.1000 0.2=c 0Z3
T MEP-SEC.

Figure 4a-1 Continued LTA-11 Drop Test Compared With ITF Predictions
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Measurements 34 & 35 are ilrtmtric,: The
drop test results are syriet ::ic, the ITF

result for 34 is approximate ly half of

35, while the shape reflects the sym-
metry. Doubling the scale for ITF 34
would make correlation excellent. Sus-
pect a scale factor error in measurement
of ITF 34.

eb O. W 00 l0o0= 00:a 0,200008
TIME-SEC.

\/ J

renaIM!IMERNT 5 BAR

oncr o.n o sam otem o am a are
TIME-SEC.

Correlation excellent. See note for 34,

Figure 4a-1 Continued LTA-11 Drop Test Compared With ITF Predictions
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FO BAR

The drop test result was plotted to twice
scale. This improves correlation to
excellent. Suspect a scale factor error
in measurement of ITF. See note for 32.

sl Th0.i 0m v 0c1re 01ai 0.to 2

TI ME-SEC.

The drop test result was plotted to twice
scale. This improves correlation to ex-
cellent. Suspect a scale factor error
in either the ITF or drop test measurement.

I;-4
.0M 0 O10 M ID M PWM

TI E-SE

i

i e-1
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sa BAR

Correlation for first high frequency peak
is excellent; correlation then degrades.
See comment for measurement 10,

SI SEC.

ICnIEIE nT 3 BAR

High frequency content shows lack of
damping.

/ 0.0., 12 1. 0. 20pa

SI .i C

Figure 4a-1 Continued LTA-11 Drop Test Compared With ITF Predictions
Figure 4a-1 Continued LTA-21 Drop Test Compared With ITF Predictions
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PMitSlEJCT '10 BAR

Correlation for first high frequency peak
is excellent; correlation then degrades.
See comment for measurement 10.

rZ A .. .....

.itCtaF&MNT 41 BAR
I

1 I O N M

/ \/

Fiure a-1 Continued LTA- Drop Test Compared ith ITF redicions

Figure 4a-l Continued LTA-11 Drop Test Compared With ITF Predictions
IT rdcin



MERSUk NT O ACCELEROMETER X DIRECTION

Average level is good; lack of damping

is apparent in ITF prediction.

I

o

MIEF ENT 81 ACCELEROMETER Z DIRECTION

C) Average level is fair.

Figure 4a-1 Continued LTA-11 Drop Test Compared With ITF Predictions



4b- Comparison of Drop Test Results, Predictions Using ITF's, and Predictions

From Modal Analysis

The work reported in thi:. section was performed to provide an additional

basis for evaluating the accu:'acy of the ITF method. The study consisted of

predicting internal response of the LTA-11 for the drop test condition 
under

investigation using standard nodal and transient response techniques. The

finite element math model, identified as "Big Spring IV", was provided by IX.

project personnel; the sketches of Appendix E give some further 
insight into

this model. The model was evolved through the years of IM development, Lsing

test data wherever possible to improve the idealization. Although not the

most up-to-date analytic representation, it contained a load distributon

matrix for computing internal responses that corresponded, in large measure,

to the data recorded during impulse testing. The forcing functions used to

excite the model were the same as those used for the ITF predictions, Figure

4-1; computation was accomplished using the Grumman transient response

package, Reference 7.

The time history results that follow are for all channels common to

the drop test, the ITF program, and the modal analysis. Note that drop test

results are shown as dashed curves, ITF results as solid curves, and modal

analysis as dashed-dot curves Comments relavent to the comparison are

amended to the graphs.

While the comparison is, in general, self-explanatory, a few remarks are

pertinent to measurements 6, 7, 8 and 9. As mentioned at the beginning of

this section, the forcing functions were computed from outrigger and deployment

truss forces recorded during the drop test. Among these forces are measure-

ments 6 through 9. Since the mass at the apex fittings is very small in the

modal analysis, the load distribution matrix essentially takes the applied

forces and statically distributes them back into the truss members. Thus, it

is only reasonable to expect that the results from the modal analysis would

compare very well with drop test results. This accurate comparison is evident

in the graphs. On the other hand, the ITF approach predicts these responses



as it does all the others in the system. Any spurious effects are as likely

to introduce errors into measurements 6 through 9 as they are to degrade

other channels of data.

Conclusions and recommendations with regard to the comparison shown

here are presented in Section 6. When conclusions are drawn (Section 6)

as to the accuracy of the ITF method as compared to modal analysis, resul.ts

for measurements 6 through 9 are not weighted as heavily as are those for

the other channels.



;MERSR E~~.EN M BAR Three of the forces for the response cal-

culations were obtained from drop test

results of measurements 6, 7, 8 & 9,
where 6 & 7, and 8 & 9 are symmetric. It

is not surprising that the modal analysis
'result are better than the ITF results for

measurements 6, 7, 8 & 9 since modal

analysis for a low weight apex fitting con

verts directly back into response for these

measurements. The ITF result on the other

hand, was obtained from a response calcu-

MODAL lation. See text for further discussion.

o TEST

* ITF

16-0000 0:0W0 0:0=0 O 12 0410 0!2000 a RIM
TI I -SEC.

'srm e 1r 7 AR

See Note for 6.

00 0 000 1200 01O 0 0.2000 o
TIME-SEC.

Figure 4b-1 LTA-1 Drop Test Compared With ITF and Modal Analysis Predictions

Figure hb-1 LTA-ll Drop Test Compared With ITF and Modal Analysis Predictions
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SPEASWaET 8 BAR

See note for 6.

* PER4jEW T 9 BAR

See Note for 6.

.aNo o!o.m 'w 's o.2
\ ME-SEC.

I

Figure 4b-1 Continued LTA-11 Drop Test Compared With ITF and Modal Analysis Predictions
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Taw~ 11 BAR- TENSION ONLY

Modal result not available.

-, Iwo
L.J

p. 0. 8_.-'12 _ 0..10 \ ..2= .-'Z
SI I ME-S C.

I a

i3 1. THz-.

i 4 I

SExcept for the early high frequency peaks,
the modal analysis correlates better than
the ITF result; the modal result does not
have more pronounced high frequency conent
since the highest frequency mode considered
is 36 Hz.

Figure 4b-i C'.on inued LTA-II Drop Test Compared With ITF and Modal Analysis Predictions



'ANRI T 8!~r 2 BAR- TENSION ONLY

ITF result correlates much bettero

o-

L

lbi0 0m 0. 0.0M0 o : 10002 @O.2=
TIME-SEC.

MErM PMMT 13 BAR- TENSION ONLY

Modal result shape and peak value correla-

tion much better than the ITF result. In-

creased damping would help ITF result.

U

Cbo =Nw o a 0i12 o,00 0!1 0!0 ....

TIME-SEC.

Figure 4b-1 Continued LTA-ll Drop Test Compared With ITF and Modal Analysis Predictions
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PlES.FiEMT I BAR- TENSION ONLY

A comparison of the results here is some-
what clouded, since a scale factor error
is suspected in the drop test result.

z (See comment for measurement 14 in previous
section). See text for additional comment.

TIME-SEC.

S!RENT 15 SHEAR PANEL- TENSION FIELD

The ITF result is better particularly
with regard to peak and average load values.

4O,,

Figure b-1 Continued TA-11 Drop Test Compared With I and odal Analysis Predictions

Figure 4b-1 Continued LTA-11 Drop Test Compared With ITF and Modal Analysis Predictions



WFA1MAJPT so 8 SHEAR PANEL- TENSION FIELD

SExcept for phasing, where an error in time

zero location on the ITF is suspected, the

ITF result is superior.U)

O. O,1 2. 0:!W0 0.WW6

V TI M- l- -C...

I d -d -. .. .. ...- -' : 
[ : 2

. . .. .. .. .

M7 .SHEAR PANEL- TENSION FIELD

ITF result is superior.

ow a o o .m o

T IE-SEC.

Figure 4b-1 Continued LTA-11 Drop Test Compared With ITF and Modal Analysis Predictionz



9 SHEAR PANEL- TENSION FIELD

z

The modal result is better with regard to
overall shape, but both predictions are

poor for peak and average loads.

IENT 19 BAR

I- The ITF result is better in predicting
the average load.

C-

TIME-SEC.

Figure 4b-1 Continued LTA-11 Drop " .tions



ISDqEW~' 20 BAR

Shape and average load prediction for
the ITF is better.

,,.... a0. 0 . 2

PEtSIqEMT 21 BAR

Both predictions are good for the average
load, but poor for peak load.

cS o. o.mm o: a o.ioo oa4 0 !2
T IME-SEC.

Fiure 
b- Continued 

LTA- Drop Test 
Compared 

With ITF 
and Modal 

Analysis 
Prediction

Figure 4b-1 Continued LTA-11 Drop Test Compared With ITF and Modal Analysis Prediction;



MbR~W1ET W BAR

2 The ITF result is superior.

Clo

The early high frequency peak prediction
of ITF is better, and the modal average

. -, load prediction is better.

Figure Cotinued LTA-1 Drop Test Copared With IT and Modal Analysis Predictions

Fiue 4b-i Continued LTA-lI Drop Test Compared With ITF and Modal Analysis Predictions
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jsUA Et ~2 BAR

0!= o n ao ao 0to 0a:8 0me 0.,

pT IlM-SEC.
Both predictions are pooro

* -EW fMC 25 BAR

Modal result not available.

T I E-SEC.

\ ig.ure 4b-i Continued LTA-11 Drop Test Compared With ITF and Modal Analysis Predictions
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W e - 2 SHEAR PANEL= TENSION FIELD

Z

colW 0 = . . 1o o o 0! Eo.4 W
TIME-SEC.

ITF prediction superior.

r

29

-a

SHEAR PANEL- TENSION FIELD ITF prediction superior.

T. IPE-SEC.

Figure 4b-1 Continued LTA-Il Drop Test Compared With ITF and Modal Analysis Predictions



S~CI5WRART D BAR 60

A scale factor error of two in the
measurement of the ITF is suspected
here. See text for additional comments
and the note on measurement 30 of the

previous section. Assuming the error
Z occurred, excellent correlation for

both results.

0 , IWIOE-GC.

Figure kb-I Continued LTA-ll Drop Test Compared With ITF and Modal Analysis Predictions

o.on o. o. Im .iaO oa 2o
IME-SEC.

- .See note for 30.

I - ..- --



4c -LM Modal Characteristics From ITF Data

The TRW effort to obtain IM modal characteristics from ITF data is

described in detail in References 2 and 3. TRW's procedure determines

frequency, d.amping, modal mass, and mode shape from ITF data. For this

computation Grumman supplied 3 seconds of data (3000 points) for

accelerometer measurements 42 through 68, and for impulses 4, 13, 17, 18,

19 and 24; data an the measurements and the impulses is given in the

Appendices. The frequency determination was reasonably good, and is

shown in the accompanying table along with the LM mode survey result for

the lowest five modes.

Frequency, HZ

TRW 8.4 8.9 11.75 12.3 13.8

LM Mode Survey 7.9 9.3 10.2 12. 13.

Mode shapes,however,were inconsistent and correlated poorly. Mode survey

results are given in Appendix F.

Considering the complexity of the LM structure and the fact that this

was the first large scale serious attempt at using ITF data for determining

modes, this part of the effort may have been too ambitious an undertaking.

It is felt that the prevent analysis would have yielded much better results

for simpler, more regular structures such as a wing, fin or stabilizer.

One of the areas in which it is felt a modest amount of development

work could improve results considerabley is improving the Fourier Transfo.r

technique. A key feature of the TRW procedure is to transform the ITF

time history to the frequency domain. The transform method used had two

significant restrictions. It could handle only a number of data points at an

integral power of 2, and the frequency increment is restricted to the reciprocal



of the total time in the time history. These problems are discussed more

fully in Reference 2. One restriction was met by using the first 2048(211)

points of time history; thus the frequency increment in the transform was

approximately .5 Hz. Sinee the modes of interest were closely spaced in

the region of 8 to 13 Hz, high order polynomial curve fitting was performed

to overcome the coarse frequency increment. Refering to the frequency results

above, except for the third mode (10.2 Hz), all the other TRW results

correlated consistently within the frequency increment. It is also known that

the mode shape prediction degrades much more rapidly than the frequency

prediction with reduced time history availibility. Considering the cumulative

effect of these restrictions it not surprising that the modeshape prediction

were poor.

Grumman has recently developed a transform program which eliminates the

first restriction completely, without severely degrading computer time, and

is presently working on making the frequency increment restriction less sevnre.

Another idea which may be useful in improving the accuracy of determining

modal information consists of using ITF's from a number of impulses in a way

that is analogous to the use of multiple shakers in a vibration test. For

example, if an antisymmetric mode were sought in a shake test, shakers would

be located and phased so as to excite only this type of mode. It appears

that ITF's can be used analogously if responses from a number of impulses are

appropriately combined prior to transformation to the frequency domain.

Investigation of this approach would require additional development work and

revision to existing computer programs.
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5-CONSIDERATIONS FOR ITF TESTING THE SHUTTLE

Table 5-1 summarizes where it may be possible to utilize ITF testing

in determining internal response to transient loading. The first column

shows the various loading conditions in the overall Shuttle mission where

transient response is of concern. The second column indicates the number

of pulses that must be applied to the vehicle in order to define a complete

set of applied loads. In the next column the total number of instrumentation

channels is estimated. It is interesting to note that the maximum number of

ITF time histories that would have to be handled for the estimates shown is

5400 for the landing condition, i.e., 27 applied pulses multiplied by 200

channels. The computer system developed under the present contract can

handle this much data if the time interval for storing data were doubled;

this would cause no problem for the frequencies of interest on the Shuttle.

The fourth column gives an estimate of the highest statically applied

load that would induce internal load approaching limit values. The next

column lists an estimate of the highest natural frequency mode that would be

excited significantly by the loading condition. One and a half Hz is taken

as the lowest natural frequency for all conditions. The data of these two

columns is particularly important in estimating the magnitude (area) of the

impulse that must be applied for tests of a given condition; subsequent

paragraphs will discuss this topic more completely.

In the next to last column the vehicle configuration and the preferred

manner of support are given. The suspension system and how it is designed

and instrumented is an important consideration that is covered in

Appendix A of this report. The last column of the table gives the

maximum distance from the point of pulse application to a point where

instrumentation may be placed, taking into consideration the load paths that

response would travel through component interconnecting structure.. Thus, as



is obvious in the table, a distance greater than the overall length of the

vehicle is possible. While this column is not of prime importance, it does

give an indication as to which conditions will be difficult 
to excite to

measurable response levels.

Examination of the table shows that conditions from main engine startup

through orbiter landing have been covered. (Docking is a notable exception.

It has not been included in the table because little is known 
by the authors

of the load levels or number of applied pulses necessary to define 
the

applied loads. In any event, the loads associated with docking, and 
the

number of channels and frequencies of interest, should offer no problems

more difficult than those posed by conditions listed in the table. Thus, in

considering the table as it presently stands, we are probably dealing with

the docking problem as well.) Prelaunch conditions, hold-down release and

SRB shut-down will be difficult to test because of the size of the config-

urations and the difficulty of exciting response to an applied pulse 
of

practical size. The SRB shut-down condition where 600,000 lbs is considered

limit applied load is the most difficult. Orbiter landing, on the other hand,

will most probably be the easiest to cope with. The reasons for this are:

the vehicle would be horizontal facilitating application of the impulses;

the vehicle is relatively simple; and, the force levels are reasonably low.

A primary question in Shuttle testing is to determine 
the magnitude

and time duration of the impulse necessary to excite measurable response.

The following discussion is aimed at providing a method for making the

required determination.

Consider a single degree-of-freedom, undamped, mass-spring system

subject to an initial velocity and zero initial displacement. The displacement,

x, of the mass is:

v
x - sin Wt (5-1)
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where v is the initial velocity and w is the natural frequency of the
o

system. For impulse/momentum considerations, and equivalent impulse would

be equal to the mass, m, times vo. Substituting vo = I/m into Eq. 5-1

gives:

x - sin wt (5-2)
mW

Substituting n~2 = K, the spring stiffness, and rewriting, the spring

force can be written as:

Kx = Iw sin wt (5-3)

and the maximum spring force can be defined as:

(Kx) = IW (5-4)

Now, consider a long-duration force whose maximum value is F (fourth column0

of Table 5-1). If this force were applied statically to the system, the

spring force would be equal to F . We now can form a ratio, R, which is the

maximum dynamic force in the spring to a static value, or:

R w (5-5)
F

o

Let us rewrite Eq. -5 in terms of frequency, f, whose units are Hz,

I R (5-6)
F 27fo



Equation 5-6 definesan impulse magnitude necessary to obtain a given

portion, R, of the statically induced spring force for a system with a

natural frequency, f.

Setting aside E4 5-6for a moment, let us consider how a single degree-

of-freedom system responds to a realistic pulse of finite duration as

compared to a theoretical impulse. Reference 5 discusses thi's matter in

some detail for a single degree of freedom system. Figure 5-1, which is

taken from this reference, shows the error in peak response as a function

of the ratio of pulse duration, (T), to system natural period, T. From

this figure for a triangular shaped pulse the following data can be found:

% Error (E) T/T = Tf

1 .113
2 .157

5 .245
10o .360
15 .443

(A triangular pulse shape has been selected for study since it is represent-

ative of the pulse shape obtained in IM testing. Further, little difference

exists in the errors associated with a half-sine pulse and a triangular pulse.)

Now, the impulse magnitude can be expressed in terms of the peak of the trian-

gular pulse, F*, i.e.,

I = 1/2 F* T (5-7)

Dividing both sides of Eq.5-7 by Fo gives

I _ F* T

Fo F0 2
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The error data, and the relationships of Eqs. 5-7 and 5-8 have been plotted

in Figure 5-2. The upper right quadrant of the figure shows the relation-

ship given by Eq.5-8; the upper left quadrant depicts the relationship

given by Eq.5-6; and the lower right quadrant is a graph of the error data

for a triangular pulse that is tabulated above.

Figure 5-2 is very useful as an aid in determining impulse requirements

for the loading conditions of Table 5-1. For example, consider the main

engine start condition. Let us assume that 30,000 lbs is the peak force the

impulse generator can supply; thus F*/Fo = 30,000/115,000 = .26, shown as the

dashed line in Figure 5-3. Table 5-1 shows that the highest frequency of

interest is 15 Hz.. If error, E, is limited to 2% the illustrative constructicn

lines of Figure 5-3 can be drawn.

Using 30,000 lbs as the maximum pulse force, the representative data

shown in Table 5-2 can be derived. While the data shown in this table is

somewhat arbitrary with respect to error, peak impulse force, and induced

response, it does give reasonably representative values of the impulse

magnitude, peak force level and duration that will be required for the Shuttle.

Of course, when firm data on the Shuttle characteristics becomes available,

Figure 5-2 can be used to establish final requirements.

Once final impulse requirements are established, impulse generating

equipment can be selected. Several considerations will enter into the selection.

Among the most important considerations will be the peak force level and the

time duration, as well as portability and maneuverability for a particular

test condition. At Grumman three devices seem most appropriate for the Shuttle:

" Electrodynamic Shaker

* Hydraulic Shaker

* Stress-wave Riveter

The electrodynamic shaker, programmed to supply an impulse peak force

level of about 10,000 lbs and a time duration of 1 millisecond, has been used
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in all testing performed to date. This type of shaker can probably be used

for output to 30,000 lbs, where the time duration will be limited by the 1/2

inch of stroke available at the shaker head. Thus, data on suspension

characteristics and local flexibility will be required before the electro-

dynamic shaker can be selected for time durations of 10 or more milliseconds.

Electrodynamic shakers of the size used in IM testing have a significant

disadvantage with regard to portability. They require a fairly extensive

power supply and cooling source, and are difficult to maneuver because 
of

their weight. However, we know they are reliable and have had a significant

amount of worthwhile experience in their use.

Hydraulic shakers, to our knowledge, have not been used for impulse

generation. However, they appear to have the advantage of long, adjustable

stroke and may have an application for use in cases where relatively long

time durations are needed.

The Stress-wave riveter is a Grumman developed device for driving rivets

with one blow that exhibit improved fatigue life. The device is relatively

light (under 100 lbs) and is driven by a modest, portable power supply.

Time durations where this device has been used have ranged to 1 millisecond;

force levels have been as high as 30,000 lbs.

The procedure we envision for implementing ITF testing for the Shuttle

would be along the following lines and in the following rough sequence;

1. Identify dynamic problems where ITF testing can be helpful in the

project.

2. Examine existing or scheduled instrumentation and support fixtures

in use for ground vibration surveys or other dynamic test and then

develop ITF test objectives and schedules.

3. Based on structural data and the data of Table 5-1 and Figure 5-2

establish impulse requirements.

4. Depending on impulse magnitude, initiate a test and analysis program

to select impulse generating device. This should be a modest program

that could be performed in a few months prior to actual testing.
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5. Prepare test plans, design and fabricate any 
additional fixtures

and perform tests.

Another area of possible application of the ITF method is in determining

modes from ITF data for specil1 problems. This subject is discussed in some

detail in another section of this report.
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Table 5-1 Possible Application of ITF Method in the Shuttle Program

Estimated
No. of Max Force Highest Max. Distance

Loading Applied No. of For Limit Frequency of Vehicle Config. & From Pulse Applic-
Condition Pulses Responses Load (Lbs) Interest CHZ) Support Condition ation Point (In.)

Prelaunch - main 9 - (3 4o00 115,000 15 Orbiter mounted on 1500 to Fwd orbiter

engine start & ea. at (~ 200 on booster which is re- interstage
shutdown 3 pts.) orbiter) strained by hold-

down mechanism

Hold-down 8 - (1 - 400 195,000 15 Launch config,; 4000 to orbiter

release ea. at free- suspension interior; 1600
8 pts) to ext. tank

SRB Shut down 12 - (1 - 400 600,000 20 Post-launch config.; 4000 to orbiter
ea. at (could use free suspension interior; 1600

hold- lower value to ext. tank
down pts. . if full de-
on SRB & cay were not
1 at ea. required)
gimbal
actuator)

SRB staging 12 - (6 ~ 50 on SRB 100,000 30 SRB in free suspen- 2400 to orbiter
on SRB - 100 on E.T. sion, orbiter interior
& 6 on - 200 on attached to E.T.
E.T. at orbiter in free suspension
junction

pts.)

Orbiter staging 12 - 6 - 200 on 100,000 30 Orbiter in free 1300 on orbiter;
on or- orbiter suspension, E.T. in 1300 on E.T.
biter 100 on free suspension
& 6 on E.T.
E.T. at
Matching
loca-
tions

Orbiter Engine 9 - (3 ~ 200 on 370,000 35 Orbiter on E.T. in 1300 on orbiter,
shut down ea. on orbiter free suspension 1600 on E.T.

engine 100 on
thrust E.T.
struc-
ture &
2 on.ea.
gimbal
actuaror)

Orbiter .27 _ (3 - 200 on 150,000 25 or'iter in free 1300 on orbiter

Landing at each orbiter suspension
tunnion
on each
gear
member)



Table 5-2 Sample Impulse Requirement Data Derived From Table 5-1 and Figure 5-1 and 5-2

See Text For Details

Highest
Frequency % Error Portion of Static Response Peak

uof (E) (a Pulse Pulse
Loading Interest (F Highest Induced, R Period T Force F*

Condition (Hz)o/ Frequency ( Highest Freq. @ 1.5 Hz (Millisec) (Lbs)

Pre launch-main 15 .26 2 .13 j .02 10 30,000
engine start &
shut down

Hold-down 15 .15 5 .12 1 .02 16 30,000
release

SRB dhut down 20 .05 15 .07 N .01 22 30,000

SRB staging 30 .33 5 .28 .02 8 30,000

Orbiter staging 30 .33 5 .28 .02 8 30,000

Orbiter engine 35 .08 15 .12 - .01 14 30,000
shut down

Orbiter landing 25 .20 10 .25 .02 15 30,000
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6-CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Our test work for Langley, Reference 1, demonstrated that an impulse

test can be performed on a complicated aerospace structure in a timely

fashion. Section 5 of this report outlines test considerations for applying

the ITF method to the Shuttle. As discussed, it may be necessary to employ

hydraulic shakers as a replacement for the electrodynamic ones used in the

LM work in order to deliver the high magnitude impulses necessary to excite

the large Shuttle structure. Another impulse generation device that should

be considered is the Grumman stress-wave riveter. Prior to any Shuttle

application, an exploratory test program will be required in order to insure

that candidate test equipment is suitable with regard to impulse magnitude

and physical handling characteristics. The data of Section 5 should assist

in this work.

Based on the computer program development and the data processing that

was accomplished under this contract, it certainly appears practical to

handle the large quantity of data that results from an impulse test. Since

the data processing package will be available at NASA/MSC and at Grumman,

it can be employed immediately as test results become available to insure

that the data taken is valid.

Based on the comparison of drop test results and ITF predictions that are

presented in Section 4, it appears that the ITF method can often accurately

predict both waveform and peak amplitude. In addition, where waveform agree-

ment is lacking, the method is frequently accurate in predicting peak response.

The comparison of drop test, ITF predictions, and modal analysis predictions

indicates that the ITF approach can be more accurate than a comprehensive modal

analysis in computing transient response.
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When the test results, the data processing accomplishments, and the

correlation studies are considered together, it is our conclusion that the

ITF approach can be a valuable supplement to conventional aerospace dynamic

testing and analysis practice.

We believe that significant improvements can be made in the accuracy of

the ITF method if the lessons of this contract are applied to the testing

phase of a new ITF project. [wo items are of prime importance. First we

strongly urge that data processing be conducted as the test progresses. With

the data processing packages now available, it appears possible to complete

the processing of an original analog tape a day or two after an impulse is

delivered. It would then be possible to conduct various validity checks,

i.e., a review for symmetry and obvious data drop-out, so that timely repeat

testing can be performed if necessary.

Second, we recommend that considerable attention be given to designing

the suspension system so that the rigid body frequencies of the supported

vehicle are as far below the structural frequencies as is possible. We

believe that the suspension system used in the IM testing was a principal

source of inaccuracy in the predicted responses. Since the suspension will

never provide a perfectly "free-free" system, methods for eliminating left-

over effects should be considered. While the digital filtering methods out-

lined in Section 4 have been shown to be reasonably effective, it is possible

that the spurious effects of the suspension can be more accurately removed

by the method outlined in Appendix A. In this method the axial loads in the

suspension cables are measured when an impulse is applied. Using the Duhamel

integral, the effect of the cable loads are subtracted from the internal

response time histories before these responses are considered ITF's. Imp-

lementing this approach would require only some minor computer program

revisions; no new development work appears to be required. Of course, the
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filtering methods that have been included in the computing system are an

available back-up and supplement, if needed.

Another area of investigation that was considered under this contract

was a study into the feasibility of using ITF data for determining modal

information. TRW Systems Group performed this work and reported their results

in References 2 and 3. TRW demonstrated that reasonably accurate frequency

data could be computed from the ITF's, but mode shape predictions were poor.

It is possible that the inaccuracies were due to the highly complicated

nature of the LM structure and that further development work is necessary

before the method becomes feasible for all applications. We believe, however,

that the method should be considered in its present state for special

applications on relatively simple structures. Further discussion of this

subject may be found in Section 4 c.

The impulse testing and correlation studies conducted to date have

virtually all been for the LM structure. While this is certainly a realistic

and complex space structure, it is not very representative of an aircraft or

the Space Shuttle. To gain additional confidence and to uncover any hidden

problems in using the method on the Shuttle)we recommend some additional

test/analysis work on an aircraft-type structure. Impulse generation,

instrumentation requirements, and suspension system design should all be

considered. If data is not available upon which to base a correlation study,

long duration, transient forcing functions could be applied to the test article.

ITF predictions should be made and compared with test results. In addition, it

is recommended that a comparison be made with predictions from modal analysis

to provide further data on the accuracy of the ITF approach.

A great deal of interest is currently centered on methods of determining

total vehicle modes from ground vibration survey data obtained from individual

Shuttle component tests. Similar ideas should be entertained for ITF's if the

component approach is adopted for the Shuttle. That is, an ITF test could be

conducted as part of, or in addition to, a component vibration test program.

Impulses would be applied to points where forcing functions exist as well as

at the junction points with other components. The data for all the components



would then be combined analytically to obtain ITF's for the total structure.

A first phase approach to this problem could be conducted using analysis to

simulate test results. Once techniques for accomplishing the coupling were

evaluated, they should be employed in a test/analysis project to demonstrate

the accuracy of the method.

For both of the test programs described above, a reasonably accurate

structural scale model of the Shuttle would be a suitable test article.

In closing, it appears appropriate to list the items that require

further resolution prior to applying the ITF method to the Shuttle. These

items are:

* Suspension System. A careful design effort is recommended to keep

rigid body frequencies well below the lowest elastic frequencies

of the test article. In addition to digital filtering, a method for

removing remaining suspension system effects should be pursued

(Appendix A).

* Impulse Generator. For a given transient response condition, a

trade study should be conducted to decide among a hydraulic shaker,

an electrodynamic shaker anrid the Grumman stress-wave riveter, as

the impulse delivering device (Section 5).

* Test Procedure. In a new ITF test we strongly recommend that

procedures be planned to insure that collected data is reviewed

as soon after an impulse is delivered as is possible. We recommend

that this analytic effort continue throughout the test period and

keep the data validation no more than a few days behind the test

program.
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APPENDICES



A-Suspension System Considerations

The suspension system used to support a vehicle during ITF testing

can be a primary source of inaccuracy in predicted responses. The reason

for this lies in the fact that a relatively small error in an ITF can

be magnified by the forcing function to a sizeable magnitude. To

demonstrate this consider the sketches of FigureA-1. The first grid

depicts a measured ITF, in which an error is introduced due to a spurious

effect. The remaining two grids show the original ITF dissected into the

accurate component plus an error term; the error is represented as a unit

step function for simplicity only. Suppose, as is illustrated in Figure

A-2, the forcing function is a step at 10,000 lbs. The response due to

the error term only, as computed from the Duhamel integral, would be a

ramp as shown in the second plot, whose magnitude would be 10,000 lbs

after 1 second -- a very sizeable error. This type of effect explains why

we addressed a great deal of attention to zero adjust problems and why

relatively small errors introduced by a suspension system can be very

important to overall results.

We recommend that careful attention be given to designing a suspension

system so that rigid body frequencies of the supported vehicle are well

below the lowest modal frequencies computed for the elastic "free-free"

structure. In a test, we suggest that all rigid body frequencies be

measured in all test configurations.

Since any suspension will introduce some restraint, attention should be

directed to removing the effect which remains after a concerted design

effort. The filtering technique used in this study is one relatively

accurate method of eliminating the left-over effect. Another method,
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explained below, which involves instrumenting the suspension cables for

load, should also be investigated since it may be more accurate in

removing suspension effects.

Consider the sketch of Figure A-3. The first sketch depicts an

elastic vehicle during an impulse test, where the force induced in the

suspension cable is measured along with an ITF time history a1 . If we

could find the response of the system to the cable forces as illustrated

in Figure A-3b, then the ITF for the "free-free" system that we seek can

be found as

h = a - a2 (A-l)

From the original data, we could use a Duhamel integration to predict a

response to S:

t

a = S(T) a 1 (t-T) dT (A-2)

o

The question is: How close to a2 is a3 , as found from Equation A-2? It would

seem that for systems where the low frequency elastic modes are well above

frequencies introduced by the suspension system,

a 3 a (A-3)
3 2

and for practical purposes, the "free-free" ITF can be found from

I-t

h = a - S(T) a1 (t-T) dT (A-4)

o
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While the above discussion does not constitute a proof, it does

suggest that this approach is worthy of further investigation as part of

a new ITF project. It is interesting to note that the existing computing

system would require only minor modification to implement the proposed

method. And, of course, since the filtering methods used in the present

work are already part of the computer system, they can be used as a

back-up or a supplement, as needed.
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Measured ITF Accurate ITF Error

1 Pound

Figure A-1-Error In Measuring An ITF

Forcing Function Spurious response due to 1 pound error.
o

O 0
o C A-

o 21
0

1 Sec

Figure A-2 Result Of Error In An ITF
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Measure Force, S Su3pension Cable

Applied Impulse S

Test Article

Measured ITF, a a
11 2

(A-3a) (A-3b)

Figure A-3 Suspension System Considerations
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B-In3trumentation List

The instrumentation listed in Table B-1 was monitored during LTA-11

impulse testing.



Table B-1 - List of Instrumentation

MEAS. MEASUREMENT NAME TRANSDUCER MEAS. MEASUREMENT NAME TRANSDUCER
NO. AND LOCATION TYPE & RANGE NO. AND LOCATION TYPE & RANGE

Piezoelectric .D_. Strap AxTa Strain
Input Force Impact Force 12 Quad II

I InptFo30,000 lbs Lower Forward GD-20 2500 u"/in

Aft Interstage Axial Strain Diag. Strap Axial Strain
2 Truss, Outer Gage Ckt 13 Qual III

L.H. GA-12 25,000 lbs Lower Center GD-23 2500 u"/in
Aft Interstage Axial Strain Diag. Strap Axial Strain

3 Truss, Inner Gage Ckt 14 Quad IV
L.H. GA-13 10000 lbs _Lower Center GD-25 2500 u"/in
Aft Interstage Axial Strain Side Panel Shear Strain

4 Truss, Outer Gage Ckt 15 Quad II
PH- GA--14 25000 lbs ..... -Z27 Shear GD-28 2000 u"/in
Aft Interstage Axial Strain Side Panel

5 Truss, Inner Gage Ckt 16 Quad II
RH. GA-15 10,000 lbs -Y27 Shear fjD-92
+Z Outrigger Axial Strain Side Dec,

6 Strut, Upper Gage Ckt 17 Quad Ill
+Y Side GD-l 30,000 lbs -:Y27 Shear GD-31
+Z Outrigger Axial Strain Side Deck

7 Strut, Upper Gage Ckt 18 Quad IV
-Y Side GD-2 30,000 lbs +7?7 Shear GD-32
+Z Outrigger Axial Strain i Forward Interstage Axial Strain

8 Strut, Lower Gage Ckt 19 Support
+Y Side GD-3 16,000 lbs (:.H. Lateral GD-34 2500 u"/in
+Z Outrigger Axial Strain Foriward.Interstage

9 Strut, Lower Gage Ckt 20 Supoort, L.H.
-Y Side GD-4 16.000 lbs 0 i ag. ''"Tee" GD-35
Diag. Strap Axial Strain i Forward Interstage

10 Quad I 21 Support, L.H.
Upper Center GD-17 2500 u"/in l Vertical GD-36
Diag. Strap Axial Strain Forward Interstage

11 Q uad I 22 j SUpport, L..
j w !r Center GD-18 2500 u"/in .. .rral GD-37



MEAS. MEASUREMENT NAME TRANSDUCER MEAS. MEASUREMENT NAME TRANSDUCER

NO. AND LOCATION TYPE & RANGE 1NO40. AND LOCATION TYPE & RANGE

Forvward Interstag. S t Upper Cap Strip
n Axial Strain Axial Strain

23 Support, R.H. in 35 -Y2 Quad II
Diag. "Tee" GD-38 2500"/in ,,D- 200

F Forward Interstage Upper Cap Strip

24 Support, R.H. 36 -Z27 Quad II

SVertical GD-39 I GD-88

rd. (+Z) Deployment -Axial Strain Jpper Cap Strip Axial Strain

25 int. Cross Member 37 +Z27 Quad I
GD-40 7500 lbs GD-89 2000 u"/in

[Fwd. (+Z) Deployment Axial Strain ',esa End Strut Axial Strain
26 -Y Side Member 38 Forward (+Z81)

I D-44 4000 lbs D00-118 2500 _Q u"/in

Fwd (+Z) Deployment Axial Strain Mesa End Strut Axial Strain

27 -Y own Lock Member 39 Right Side (+Y81)
27 GD- 5 2000 lbs D- ll19 2500 u"/in

Left (-Y) Upper Shear Strain Payload Vert. Strut Axial Strain

28 Deck Fwd. Shear 40 IL.eft Side (-Y)
:Z Side GD-65 1 4000 u"/in p__ - 130 2500 u"/in

.'ight (+Y) Upper Shear Strain Pyload Vert. Strut Axial Strain

29 Deck Fwd. Shear '! Forward (+Z)
+Z Side GD-68 1000 u"/in (,Q_-131 2500 u"/in

Upper Cap Strip Axial Strain Acceleration Piezoelectric

30 +Y27 Quad IV 42 EA-lO8 X Accelerometer
GD-82 2000 u"/in lOOOG

Upper Cap Strip Axial Strain Acceleration

31 -Y27 Quad I 3 EA-57 X
CD-83 2000 u"/in -5

Upper Cap Strip Axial Strain Acceleraticn

32 -Z27 Quad III 14 EA-57 Z
.,_ f-8.,4 2000 u"/in
Upper Cap Strip Acceleration

33 +Z27 Quad IV !5 EA-58 X

Upper Cap Strip I ecc.Zleration
34 ,+Y27 Quad III A-53 Y

314 00-~ IL1



MEAS. MEASUREMENT NAPE TRANSDUCER I MEAS. MEASUREMENT NAME TRANSDUCER
NO. A?I9 LOCATION TYPE & RANGE N1O. AND LOCATION TYPE & RANGE

-I-______ - Pieolcrc\ceea o fezoelecirle
Acceleration Pieoelctrc lcceeraio

47 EA-58 z Accelerometer 59 ED-14+ Z
________ J~~~~~4 10C~O& __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

AccleatonPiezoelectric IPiezoelectric
A8ccleraio Accelerometer Acceleration Accelerometer

4ED]Z±l000G 0 1EA-99 X ±lOOOG
- Acceleration Piezoelectric I.ccelerat ion jPiezoelectric

49 ED2I Accelerometer 61 1-A-101 Z IAccelerometer
Ac e er t o ±lOOOG I__ _ ~±1000 G _ _ _ _

Accelertion 62AccelerationI

50leato -D- - 62 %ij0 Xceerton-

Accelerat ion c celerat ion
52 ED-il X 63 34 IcP-14 Z

Acceleration I ,cceleration

53 ED-12 X '5u~ !FA 95 X-

AcceI e rat i on I i ie Iert o
54 ED-12 Z 66 1:A-005Y

Acceleration zeea o
55 ED-13 X i-c67l_____ion

C, Y--3 X ___

Acceleration celrto

56 ED-13 Y58-Y

Acceleration ;i!,ccelerat ionPizeerc
57 ED-13 Z I 69 IED-3 Z Accelerometer

________ I I±lOOOG

Accelerat ion'0

L 58 ED-14x
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C-Summary of LTA-11 Impulse Testing

Table C-1 provides a history of impulse testing, including pulse

location and direction.
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Table C-1 - Summery of LTA-11 Impulse Teitin& (1971)

Run No. Date Pulse Location Pulse Direction

1 Aug. 25 +Z Deployment Truss,-Y side +X

2 Aug. 27 +Z o" I ,y -Z

3 Aug. 30 +Z " " , -Y "+

4 Aug. 31 -Y " " +-Z
5 Sept. 1 -y " " +z +Y

6 Sept. 2 -Y " " ,+Z +X

7 Sept. 2 -Y " " ,-z " +X

8 Sept. 3 -Y " " -Z " +Y

9 Sept. 3 -Y " " -Z " +Z
10 Sept. 7 -Z " " ,-Y " +Y
11 Sept. 9 +Z Apex Fitting -z
12 Sept. 10 +Y " " -Y

13 Sept. 13 -z " " +Z
14 ept. 14 -Y " " Y

15 ept. 15 -Y " "+Z
16 Sept. 16  +Z " " Y

17 Sept. 17 +Y -Z
18 Sept. 17 -Z -" " Y
19 Sept. 20 -Z " " +X
20 Sept. 23 +y +X

21 Sept. 24 +Z " " +X

22 Sept. 27 -Y " "+X
23 ept. 29 -Z Deployment Truss,-Y side +X
24 Oct. 1 -Z " " ,.y " +Z

25 Oct. 7 +Z " "f ,+y "t -Z

26 Oct. 8 +Z " "t ,+Y " -Y
27 Oct. 11 +Z " " ,+Y " +X

28 Oct. 12 +Y " " ,+Z " +X
29 Oct. 12 +Y " " +Z " -Z

30 Oct. 13 +Y " " ,+ " -Y
31 Oct. 15 -z " " ,+y "t +Z
32 Oct. 15 -Z " " ,+Y " -Y
33 Oct. 18 -Z " " ,+y " +X

34 Oct. 19 +Y " " +- " X

35 Oct. 21 +Y " " ,-Z " +Z
36 Oct. 22 +Y " " ,-Z " -Y

NOTE: The pulse direction indicated refers to the ITF testing only. In
using the ITF's for the prediction of response, a reversal of sign
may be required depending on the direction of a particular forcing
function.
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D-Sample Impulse and Response Time Histories

Figure D-1 shows time histories of the impulses delivered to the

outrigger truss apex fittings. These pulses closely resemble half sine

waves for about .5 milliseconds and are typical of the 36 applied to the

test article.

Two response time histories, typical of the response throughout the

vehicle, are shown in Figure D-2. One strain gage and one accelerometer

response, played back from the original analog tape, are given. The only

filter in the system was a 1000 Hz filter used in the data acquisition

system.
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+Z APEX -Z APEX

+Y APEX -y APEX

Vertic 1 Sc le = 50YOlb. /division
Horizontal Scale = .5 millisecond/.ivision

Figure D-1 - Pulses Applied to Outrigger Truss Apex Fittings in the X Direction
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210p.in./in. -

Strain Gage GD34
(Forward, R.H. Lateral Interstage

Fitting)

0

10 millisecond time markers

Accelerometer ED3Z
(D/S Ox. Tank, -Z)

0.5g -

0

-0.5g -

1.O millisecond time markers

Figure D-2 - Typical Impulse Response Time Histories
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E-LTA-11 Fi]Lite Element Idealization

Table E-1 shows the correspondence of ITF measurement number with the

finite element number shown in the sketches of Figure E-1. In these

sketches the finite element number is shown circled while the corresponding

measurement number is shown within a triangle.
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Table E-1 Impulse Test Measurement Number - Finite Element Number

Measurement Finite Measurement Finite
Element Element

Number Number
Number Number

6 210 18 148

7 209 19 194

8 212 20 197

9 211 21 192

11 200 22 193

12 34 23 198

13 33 24 195

14 199 28 106

15 45 29 74

16 40 30 190

17 36 31
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Figure E-1b LTA-11 Finite Element Idealization
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NOTE: The numbers in the triangles indicate the impulse test measurement number.

Figure E-lc LTA-11 Finite Element Idealization
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NOTE: The numbers in the triangles indicate the impulse test measurement number.

Figure E-ld LTA-11 Finite Element Idealization o

Figure. E-d TA-ll Finite Element Idealization 8
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F-LTA-11 Mode Survey Results

Figures F-1 through F-5 present the mode shapes and frequencies

measured in the LTA-11 ground vibration survey. Figure F-6 is a sketch

showing accelerometer location and measurement direction for the ITF

program. These figures may be useful in interpreting the results of

Reference 2.



C 0c9 UNIT

FWD
Fw- LTA-11t

ASCENT STAGE

WI4FLUIRATIO4 - UM- W i AUDIM
FREQUENCY- CPS- 7.91 Hz
RUN #10

Figure F-la LTA-11 Mode Survey Result - Ascent Stage First Mode



LTA -I DCSCENT STAGE

CO94FIGURAT1Ot4 LUNAfl LA1DING
PC-FRUENCY- cPI - 7.N1s

Figure F-b LTA-24 Mode Survey Result - Descent Stage First Mode

1000

LT A- -I I, DECN STAGE

• . RUN #10

Figure F-ib LTA-11 Mode Survey Result -Descent Stage First Mode

O
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*ASCEaNT STAGE

G~,~MGuRAt W03AR LANDING

FREQUE - CPS- 9.30 Hz
RUN #110o

Figure F-2a LTA-11 Mode Survey Result - Ascent Stage Second Mode
0o
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r-r. cr LIT

LTA-I
.FW ASCENT STAGE

CFr.GUATIO-- AR LANDG
FREQUEACY- cS- 10-.19 HZ' RUN #96

Figure F-3a LTA-11 Mode Survey Result - Ascent Stage Third Mode

O0
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LT A -11 DESCENT STAGE

CONFIGURATON - I AW IADING
-- FREUENCY- CP.- 10.19 Hz

T r :

RUN #96.

Figure F-3b LTA-11 Mode Survey Result - Descent Stage Third Mode
O



C O UNIT

LTA-11
ASCENT STAGE.

CNGuAToij LO LAMiINO
FREQUHCPciS- 12.00 HS

RUN #1U2

Figure F-14a LTA-11 Mode Survey Result -Ascent Stage Fourth Mode

H-0
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LTA-II DCSCENT STAGE
CWIRNFuIATVON - U mA

SFREOUENCY- c, - 4.00 Hz
RNu #U1

Figure F-Ib LTA-11 Mode Survey Result - Descent Stage Fourth Mode

O



LTA -It

FWD 
ASCENT STAGE

MOIGRAVI14 -LUI4AP LANDOiG

FrpEQU HCS-13-0 Hz

RUN #115

Figure F-5a LTA-11 Mode Survey Result -Ascent Stage Fifth Mode

0



LTA -II DESCENT STAGE
CDNFIGURATIOH LUAAR LANDING

FR!~uNCY- cAI - 13.02 Hz

UNu #115

Figure F-5b LTA-ll Mode Survey Result - Descent Stage Fifth Mode

,,,

,, , .LT A-I I MC ENT STAGE
I' FRIMQUfNCY- Coms i 3.o2 H

mmN #U15

Figure F'-5o TA-11' Mod'le Survey Result Des cent Stage Fifth Mode
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NOTE: Accelerometer locations and measurement direction used in the impulse tests
are shown by the circled numbers.

Figure F-6a Accelerometer Locations For Impulse Test - Descent Stage

Hj
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NOTE: Accelerometer locations and measurement direction used 
in the impulse tests

are shown by the circled numbers.

Figure F-6b Accelerometer Locations For Impulse Test -Ascent Stage A
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•\ / \

1I / - <-
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°I / 1 ,

g i ,, B .

NOTE: Accelerometer locations and measurement direction used in the impulse tests

are shown by the circled numbers.

Figure F-6b Accelerometer Locations For Impulse Test - Ascent Stage

r-


